v-clampS

for diesel particulate filters

light, medium & heavy duty

DRIVE CLEANER. DRIVE LONGER.

GASKETS

WHY REDLINE

for diesel particulate filters

emissions products?

DURABILITY
Our products are built to last and have the
longest industry warranties. These products
go through strict testing to meet or exceed
OEM standards, and provide exceptional
performance and longevity in your diesel
equipment. This commitment to quality goes
into every product we supply.
INSTALLATION
Redline Emissions Products come ready to
install and include the needed replacement
accessories (where applicable) to ensure an
OEM quality fit, every time.

Our DPF V-Clamps are exact fit OEM
replacements for a hassle free installation.
All clamps are made with corrosion
resistant 300 series stainless steel. Like
all other Redline Emissions Products, we
go the extra mile to make sure our clamps

PACKAGING
All Redline Emissions Products come packaged
individually, and our DPFs, DOCs, CACs, clamps
& gaskets come in sturdy boxes. All products
are labeled with REP part numbers and OEM
crosses for easy reference.
CUSTOMER SERVICE
REP strives for best in class service and product
satisfaction. Feel free to contact us anytime you
have technical, sales or installation questions.

Our DPF Gaskets provide superior quality
at great prices, and are designed to fit the
dimensions of the OEM gasket every time.

DRIVE CLEANER. DRIVE LONGER.

DISTRIBUTED BY:

are as good or better than the OEM ones.

including stamped steel, wire mesh and
metal reinforced graphite. We also have

888.295.4670

Redline Emissions Products offers OEM
and retrofit DPF replacement clamps for
Cummins, Detroit, Mack, Navistar, Paccar,
Peterbilt, Volvo and more.

We use the same material as OEM suppliers

WWW.REP.DIRECT
INFO@REP.DIRECT

spiral wound and conical gaskets.
Redline Emissions Products currently
offer replacement gaskets for Caterpillar,
Cummins, Detroit, Mack, Volvo, Navistar,
Ford, Chevrolet, Mercedes and more.
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light, medium & heavy duty

charge air coolers

dpfs & docs

cacS

Our DPF Sensors and Weld
Bungs (or sensor ports) are perfect
replacements for your exhaust system.

light, medium & heavy duty application

sensors &
weld bungs

for diesel applications

We carry temperature sensors, back
pressure sensors and oxygen sensors
(O2). Our weld bungs offer OEM quality
threads you can count on.
Broken weld bung or sensor? Use our
cost-effective replacements to get your
DPF back up and running again.

We offer light, medium & heavy duty OEM
DPF & DOC replacements for most brands.
All are exact fit and include the gaskets
and hardware needed for quick installs. LD

Our Charge Air Coolers (CACs) are exact

comes with a 2-Year, 50K Mile Warranty

fit OEM replacements covering many

and MD/HD comes with 2-Year, Unlimited

makes and models, for a fast and hassle-

Mile Warranty.

free installation. Your charge air cooler
is critical to engine performance and fuel

Our DPFs & DOCs perform as well as

economy. Our CACs follow a strict quality

OEM, and in some cases even better.

control process and are 100% leak tested

This is because of the optimized precious

for maximum performance, and are backed

group metal coating. The improved

by a 2-Year, Unlimited Mile Warranty.

coating provides cleaner exhaust, better
performance, and reduced regeneration
events.

NEW tech support hotline

Most CACs are in stock at all our regional

888.834.0050

plus NEW East Coast Warehouse
for FAST Ground Shipping across U.S.

warehouses. Our CACs are NEW with NO
EMISSIONS PRODUCTS

core charges.
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